Chinese Multi-function Military Shovel WJQ-308
Specifications
General Introduction
Chinese Multi-function Military Shovel is mainly
featured as a military shovel with various other
functions. It was invented by a serviceman, who
capitalized on his experiences. The inventor engaged
in two actual combats, got wounded twice and was
awarded eight times. Base on his combined
experience of combat and training as well as his
in-depth research on military & civil shovel, he added
more than ten combat functions to a military shovel
which can greatly avail the troops under field
conditions when they are in battles or drills.
State graph of China Multifunction shovel

Function 1
Compare to ordinary shovel, military shovel How so
short, What should we do with? I'll show you. Kneel
on one leg, right leg bent,
legs straight, right hand
holding the fingers grip, the
right thumb pressure on the
wooden handle at the top, left
hand
holding
Grip
Department, work with two
hands. According to this
method, it can play up to the

best function.
Making soil. You always put both hands shovel; break
beat of their own will actually own work.
Function 2
In order to improve
the function of the
shovel, designers
prepared for you a
great power
machetes. It not
only can cut trees,
bamboo, but also can cut wire, cable (wood handle is
insulated. If you are interested in cooking, you can
also cut meat and vegetables, and even do sliced
noodles. you never need to worry about its effect, its
special structure
and material was
confirmed after
the 108 trials .
Function 3
Dig and pat soil is
the responsibility
of the military
shovel. Measuring
the height, the depth of
holes, cutting a fuse is
also a piece of cake
Function 4
It's so easy to dig soil, you
can dig soil from each
direction To help clean up
soil for the Soldier in the
rear. It is also very simple
to make a small hole, a

cat-hole.
Function 5
You must be familiar
about pickaxe and
Trowel. You must be
familiar about pickaxe
and Trowel. As long as
locate the position by
the instructions, you can
dig, hack, and even do Relay remove soil
Function 6
Climb the high tree and building is so difficult. If you
can find a rope or wire
rope and shovel
co-rotating with
Mongolia afterburner,
lock the target with
shovel on the Trunk,
climbing the high
building and getting into
the window is also a
piece of cake.
It is also a good help
when climbing the steep
cliff or dig a pit.

Function 7
As the hook pulled
something, it can help
you hold the wire or
chemicals and other
items which
inconvenient to touch.

you should make full use of it.
Function 8
shear steel wire with standing is only one way to do it,
image whether is it also
convenient when you are you
are squatting, kneeling, lying .
Function 9
posture according to the figure is
appropriate for bulk shear, other
posture also can work, you need
to
have a
try.
Function 10
Both Double-stranded
clamp and cross-clamp can
be done, the only thing you
do is to rotate the wood
handle with your hands.
Function 11
Fixed detonator fuse is a
very professional thing.
Non-Professional
required Consulting. In
addition to this, you can
fix anything by your own
wishes.
Function 12
Cutting off the nylon or iron
on the box isn't an easy thing.
it can be done easily with
fixed position, the top on the
ground, holed the wooden

handle with hands , side skid edge to move forward
according to the instruction.
Function 13
You can open up the metal
packing of Ammunition box,
bucket, tin cans and so on
Function 14
This figure show you how to
pull out a nail

useful for self-protect in an s
Narrow space such as cab,
offices and so on. You can
take up it easily for protect
yourself from all direction
attack, Maximum to protect
your head, shoulders, chest
and other parts of body, it
also can attack at the right
time.

Attentions:
1．Clean wiping before storage after using; oil
inunctions to avoid rust if a long time storage is
required
Function 15
The function of hammer you’ll get as long as you see
it.
Function 16
It is difficult to cut off the iron
wire on the wooden blocks
and boxes, Pliers can't get
into it and shear will slip,
many tools cannot work. But
with multifunction field shovel,
you can cut off easily with 7
Carded into the iron wire, hold
the wooden handle, and shake right and left a few
times.
Function 17
Folding-shaped military shovel, known as the "hand
shield", combined offense and defense, it is the
evolved version of Chinese weapon "dang". It is very

2．Pay caution to sharp knife edge ;saw drafts and
spade fringing when carrying to avoid injury
3．If spade is used to heat foods or other items, over
heating such as temperature range over 300°C
should be not allowed for the rigidity will be
decreased thereafter
4．Wooden handle is used and designed according
to manual operation rather than used as a pry bar to
avoid damage and broken to measuring ruler
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